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Co-Op shuffle

AIDS affects all
The old pan
editorial, and
editor's first

Cooperative Education
positions are available
but are filling up fast. '

r's last
Panther

Prairie View A&M
University supports
World AIDS Day.

LIFESTYLES

Speak Out!
By James Leno

How much
or little did
•
you miss
football
this
semester?

LIFESTYLES

Forensic team striving for excellence
By Michelle Johnson
Lifestyles Editor

Prairie View's Forensics
team wins collegiate recognition and awards this semester. The Forensics team advised by Dr. Eiland and Mr.
Rinkel have prepared the
team to compete and win.
They placed third overall in
Team Sweepstakes in which
18 schools participated at
Sam Houston's tournament

Patrick Briggs won 1st in Poetry Ron Ragston and Patrick
B;iggs won 1st in Duo Interp retation Machelle Brown
won 1st in' Prose Ron Ragston
,
k
won 2nd in Poetry Patric
'
Briggs won 3rd in Prose·
TiW'
ana Flagg and Ron Ragston
won 4th in Duo Interpretlon,
Patrick Briggs won 3rd place
overall speaker and Ron
Ragston won 5th place overall speaker.

Strivin ~
th
g or excellence is
os~ptor~nsics team ph_il"F y. . 0 1: Ragston said,
orens1cs
1s an inered·b1
.
1 e
experience " Thou h p · ·
v·iew,s Forensic
·
g
ra1r1e
·
th
s team 1s
you
ful
they
t
1
k.
in ta
'
. are no ac mg
part:e~l ~emor, Ron Ragsto~
. cipa ed in Southern Um~~~Ity alone and he placed
;
in th e overall Team
weepstakes. This is not only

evidence of the talent the
forensics team encompasses,
but the training they receive
is undoubtedly leading them
to higher heights.
Presently, the Forensics
team has already qualified
the following students for the
National Forensics Association held in West Virginia;
Patrick Briggs, Machelle
Brown, Ron Ragston and Tiw-

ana Flagg. In the American
Forensics Association only
two HBCU's have placed;
which are Prairie View A&M
and Howard University.
Patrick Briggs and Ron RagsBriggs and Ron Ragston have
currently qualified for . the
American Forensics Association.

San Antonio club
proves helpful
touched as the two representatives from the club unloaded the groceries onto her
The San Antonio Club, kitchen table.
which was formed to create a
"We really appreciate this.
link between San Antonio and
I
thought it was real nice
the Prairie View/Waller
when
I heard about it. My
County community, presentmother
started crying when I
ed a local family with a
told
her,"
she explained.
Thanksgiving dinner and $25
in cash.
Jackson stated that the club
"It's sometimes better to would like .to 001\UQ.ue domg
give than receive," said Nlck this type of service for the
Howard as he and the club's community. He mentioned
president, GregJackson, load- that some "hometown" clubs
ed a large box of groceries have been criticized for havinto the car. The club, is ing fundraisers, but giving
reportedly the largest organ- nothing back to the communization on campus, with more ity.
than 80 members, raising
~~:
" Hopefully, if we can keep ~~:
money for this project
Jackson and Howard pres- having fundraisers, the San ~~:
ented Lounell Hayes, the rec- Antonio club will try to give ..~.
ent widow of a Prairie View something back to the com- '"~:
employee, with a turkey, munity each semester; pro- ..~,
yams, green beans, cake mix, bably during Easter in the ·:
eggs, flour, sugar, orange spring."
juice and apple juice to make
·the holiday easier for Hayes
The San Antonio club
and her two children, would like to be the leader in
Deondra, 5, and Johnathan, 3 erasing all negative images of
months. Hayes appeared "hometown" clubs.
By Morenlke Etuntade
Stqff Writer

Malcome Wilson, :,r.,
Hempstead, TX: "Honestly I
did miss the football season
because it was a major source
of student pride. I look
forward to football returning
next season."

Guin Johnson, Jr., Long
Valley, NY: "I think the band,
team and students missed
some experiences that can't be
replaced. I would feel worse
if I weew a senior, but I look
forward to the band playing
for the students next year."

photo by JamN Leno

Daryl D. Henderson, Jr.,
Prairie View, TX:
"The
abscence of football made for
a semester that lacked student
morale. That caused student
participation to decline in
every area except campus
structure."

Electricians Are continuing to work hard to improve the lighting at Prairie View ~&M
University. There are 2,000 lights at the university which include street and sidewalk hg~t~.
Switch Gears, eleven cubicles, and four underground manholes have also been added--Prame
View is continuing to grow.

Lady panthers defeated by Jackson State
By RooseveU Huggins
Sports Editor

Natasha Md'her10n, Jr.,
Houston, TX: "School morale
was low this semester. It
didn't feel right without a
football team, mostly because
there was no Prairie
View-Grambling football
game."

Sharese Bell (25) handling the ball for the Lady Panthers
against Jackson State Univertity. See story below.

The Prairie View Lady
Panthers Basketball team
was handed their first loss of
the season on Monday as they
played Jackson State in the
baby dome. The final score of
the match was 80-58. The loss
evened the Lady Panthers
season record to 1-1.
Jacson State used six three
pointers to stake themselves
to a 28-26 lead at intermission. In the first half, P.V. was
paced by the scoring of Frederica Burnice and Roslyn

Reed. Also, overall team hustle by Stephanie Sanford and
Michelle Farris kept the
game close.
In the second half Prairie
View and Jackson St~te basically traded baskets for the
first six minutes with J.S.U.
clinging to a two point lead of
4543. Jacson State behind
the inspired play of gaurds
Pamela Reed and Michelle
Houston, held P.V. scoreless
for the next three minutes of
the second half. During the
three minutes, Jackson State
outscored the Panthers 122 taking a 57-45 advantage.
This proved to be the differ-

80
.58

Jackson State
Prairie View
- - - - -- - --- -- --- -- -

J.S.U. .. ..... 28 52
P.V.
. ...... 26 32

80
58

-------------------J.S.U. -- Howard 2-7 0-2 4,
Grant 1-7 2-2 4, Zanders 0-6
4-4 4 1 Reed 3-3 1-4 19,
Houston 5.9 1-7 20, Lucas 3-6
0-2 15, Turner 0-1 0-0 0,
Horton 1-2 0-0 2, Parris 5-12

o-2 1 o, Banks 1 -3 0-0 2.
Team 21-56 8-23 80.

P.V. -- Burnice 4-10 9-13
17, Sanford 2-8 0-0 4, Moore
1-4 2-2 4, Reed 1-3 4-4 12,
Butler 0-1 0-0 0, Bell 4-11
0-0 17, Farris 2-3 0-0 4,
Baker 0-2 0-0 0. Team 14-42
15-19 58.
3-Point Goals - J.S.U. •
10-22 -- Reed(4), Houston(3),
Lucas(3).
---- P. V. ·• 5-15
Reed (2), Bell (3).

ence in the game. For the
remaining ten minutes, P.V.
mounted a comeback only to
be thwarted by numerous,
"horrible" officiating calls.
This allowed the Lady Tigers
of J.S.U. to outscore P.V. in
this final ten minutes period
by a margin of 23-12.
Prairie View was led in
scoring by Burnlce and Sharese Bell as they both had
seventeen points. Reed also
added twelve points and
seven assists for the Lady
Panthers. The Lady Panthers
next home game will be on
Dec. 4 versus Paul Quinn.
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NEWS FRIDAY
ABOUT MEN
Men in their 30's think about sex once every 15 minutes
and once every half-hour past age 40; their pupils may
grow up to 30% larger when viewing a ~ude women; guys
produce about a half gallon of sweat daily; 42% of men
clean their navals daily; 28% never do.

KEY DATES
DECEMBER14
Due date for applications for graduation in
May, 1991

JANUARY 21
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday observed . .

I

,

.

FYI

FOOD TOGO
People are eating more and more on the run." Restaurant Business"
magazine list cities where people spent the most per capita on fast
fOOd in 1989: Wilmington, N.C. ,$511; Honolulu, $502; Anchorage,
$472; Lexington-Fayette, Ky., $444; Huntsville, Ala., $443.

AIDS TREATMENT UPDATE

KIDS BELIEVE IN EXTRA TERESlRIAL

The National Institutes of Health recommends that corticosteroid drugs
comb,ned with antibiotics should be con.sid~red standard treat~ent for .
patients with the AIDS virus. The. combrnat,on. can reduse the rrsk of ~esp1ratory failure and death in AIDS ~atrents whe~ given 500.n after co~tr~ctrn.g
pneumocystis carinii pneumonia-the most life-threatening comphcat1on rn
people with AIDS.

Forty percent of children polled said they believe people live on other
planets. Children who believe, by regain:
47% NORHTEAST
42% WEST
38% NORH CENTRAL
37% SOUTH CENTRAL

BRIEFLY

The United Negro College Fund Church CommUtee is sponsoring an "Excellence in Achievement " awards luncheon on
Saturday, December 1, 1990 at 12:00 noon at the Braeswood
Marriott Hotel. Ten community leaders have been chosen to
receive the award based on their dedication and significant
contribution to their church and community.
Ticket donation is $20.00 (tax-deductible).
All proceeds will benefit the 41 historically Black colleges and
universities that UNCF supports.
For more information contact Ms. Jackie Pope at 752-4275.
Waller County merchants received a total of $5,640.91 collected
by the "Hot Check" amnesty program directed by the office of
County Attorney Valda Combs-Jordan. This program allowed "hot
check" writers to redeem worthless checks turned in by merchants without the threat of arrest and conviction.
One single merchant had a total offourteen hot checks fora total
amount of$1,172.94 while the largest single hot check was drawn
for an amount of$1,741.50 payable to a car dealership.
Combs-Jordan warns hot check writers that failure to make good
all outstanding "hot checks" calls for further action. Several
arrests have been made with more arrests pending.

From November 21, 1990 through February 17, 1991 the Jones
Gallery, Houston Museum of Natural Science will be hosting an
exibition to celebrate the Year of the Festival oflndonesia. The
exhibition will display the cultural life and thought oflndonesia's
Outer Island peoples as seen through their indigenous artistic
traditions.
Major support for this ex~?[Pon has been provided by grants
from the Texaco .Foundation, Chevron U.SA Inc., anJI the
Smithsonian Institution Special exhibition fund.
_
No special admission wilf'be charged other than regular
Museum admission which is free to members; $2.50 for nonmember adults; and $2.00 non-member children under 12.
For more information contact Terrell E. Falk or Mike Olsen at
639-4607 or 639-4613.

The public is cordially invited to attend the Christmas Concert of
the Prairie View A&M University Concert Choir Dec. 9, at 7 p.m. in

the Hobart Taylor Recital Hall. Admission is free.
The choir, directed by Thomas L Wallace, will perform works by
Mendelssohn, Saint-Saens, Bach, McLin and others. The concert
will also feature the University Brass Ensemble, directed by Mark
W. Phillips.

The Cooperative Agricultural Research Center (CARC) at Prairie
View A&M University has announced its CARC Seminar Program
schedule for the remainder of the fall 1990 semester. Everyone is
invited to attend and participate.
The following seminars are scheduled for Wednesdays at noon:
November 28 • R. Attaie, CARC research specialist speaking on
"Fatty Acid Content of Caprine Colostrum"; December 5 - Dr. E.
Cleveland, research leader, Food and Feed Safety Research Unit,
SRRC, ARS/USDA, New Orleans, La. - topic to be announced;
December 12 - Se. L Misra, assistant professor of nuclear
medicine and radiology, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston,
speaking on "Magnetic Resonance Techniques in the Evaluation
of Pathophysiology."

The

u·.s. Bureau of Census says that the level

AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME AND
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT, BY RACE:1987

HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED BY BLACKS OVER
AGE 18 AND OVER BY SEX: 1987
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NOT H.S. GRAD

Press Release
The average monthly incomes of the nation's blacks were
generally higher at higher levels of educational attainment in
1987, according to a survey by the Commerce Department's Census
Bureau.
Blacks with only high school diplomas had an average monthly
income of$880, about 11/2 times highers that thatofthose who had
not graduated from high schooL The average for blacks with
bachelor's degrees was $1,600, while those with master's degrees
averaged $2,180.

From a recent survey, here is the
minute by minute occurance of various
v i o 1ent crimes, such as murder, rape ,
arson and assault that takes place on
college campuses.

Every

Larceny ........................................... 4.3 min.
Vandalism ..... ............. ..................... 12.5 min.
Drinking Violation ............... ....... 24.5 min.
Burglary .... .............. .. ........................ 27 min.
Auto Theft .. ............ ....................... 1 hrs. 43 min.
Violent Crime .. ............ ................ 2 hrs. 12 min.
Aggravated Assault ................... 3 hrs. 20 min.
Robbery ........................................... g hrs. 30 min.
Rape ...............................
.......... .. 21 hrs.

········

36

NOT H.S. GRAD.

31

25

50

The proportion of adult blacks with post-secondary degrees
Increased from 11 percent in 1984 to 15 percent in 1987. About 2
percent with bachelor's degrees and 5 percent with associate or
vocational degrees.
Among blacks with college degrees, 22 percent held degrees in
business and 14 percent in education. About 5 to 7 percent had
degrees ofeach of the fields ofsocial science, vocational-technical
studies, nursing, pharmacy, technical health, liberal arts/humanities and engineering.
As in all surveys, the data are subject to sampling variability and
other sources of error.

Campus Crimes

Type

37

t-----------------'35

s1,170 H.S. DIPLOMA

FEMALE

Source: U.S. Bureau
or the Censu s
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l Thank You

IT'S ALMOST OVER. WHAT
DO YOU THINK WERE THE
TEN MOST SIGNIFICANT
EVENTS DURING THE FIRST
YEAR OF THE LAST DECADE
OF THE CENTURY? WHY?
Mall your responses, to be
published next issue to:
The Panther,

P.O. Box 156
Prairie View, Texas 77446

Only one more issue of
The Panther this
semester. Look for us
on Friday, December 7.

Kevin
The Panther staff
would like to
congratulate
Kevin Lyons on
his eminent
graduation, and
thank him for a
job well done.
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Prairie View A&M University's Charles Gilpin Players, directed

~IW,~y,~sEdltor~..,;.\:; •• ;~ .•J;J~-~~~-~~~...MJch~lle;Johnson ·

by drama professor C. Lee Turner, opened the Ensemble Theater's
1990-1991 season last week with a performance of"God's Trombones."
The production, which honors the late founder and artistic
director George Hawkins, will continue through December 23,
with performances each Thursday and Saturday at8:00 p.m., with
a Sunday matinee at 5:00 p.m.
The Ensemble Theater is a resident professional black theater.
For ticket a~d reservation information, call (713)52(H)()55.
The IRS is looking for a lot of good people to help a lot of other
good people file their 1990 federal income tax returns during the
approaching tax season.
The IRS Volunteer Income Tax Assis&ance (VITA) Program wlll
be 21 years old in 1991. Its goal is to recruit and train volunteers in
the preparation of basic tax returns. Homemakers, members of
volunteer and community organizations, students, retirees, and
professionals will be needed to asslstlower income, handicapped,
non-English speaking and other persons with special tax needs
free of charge during the January 1 through April 16 tax flling
season.
In addition to preparing income tax returns, volunteers
organize and coordinate the VITA assistance sites. These sites are
usually at schools, churches, libraries, and other neighborhood
locations convenient to taxpayers.
Free IRS workshops will be conductedin January for volunteers. Spanish speaking workshops will also be available In some
areas.
To volunteer, please call the IRS toll-free at 1-800-829-1040.

of monthly income increases with education.

Alfred
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Who Owns America?
Recent U.S. Aquisitions by Japanese firms:
Sept. 27, 1989 Columbia Pictures Entertainment
Inc., by Sony Corp. for $5 billion.
~eb 16, 1988 Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. by
Bridgestone Corp. for $2.65 billion.
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NEWSWEEK

Support world AIDS day at PV
WHO
estimates
that to make women more aware
approximately 10 million of the prevalence of the dista
While HIV/AIDS national people are infected with the ease.
Houston AIDS Hotline s tawareness day is approach- HIV virus currently. Three
ing it ls important that Prairie million of those infected with ed the reason for the rise of
View realize that we are not the virus are women. This is the epidemic with females ls
exempt from the AIDS virus. the reason for the emphasis because of the lack of
AIDS is the Acquired on women this year in order knowledge about AIDS and
Immune Deficiency SynRace/ Ethnicity Pecentage Rate
drome that attacks the white
or Reported AIDS cases In Houston
blood cells; keeping them
2~ 3~
from protecting the body
from germs. AIDS is a deadly
virus that does not respect
such characteristics as race,
age, education, or wealth.
AIDS can be acquired
through intravenous drug use
and/or sexual Intercourse.
While it has not yet been
proven if those are the only
ways of getting AIDS, the
World Health Organization
(WHO) suggests that one way
to stop the spread of AIDS is
to make the masses aware of
~ White, Not Hispanic
Asian/ Pacific Is.
the consequences of not being
selective in choosing their
mates and of not saying 'NO'
1ffi1B1ack, Not Hispanic
Am. Ind Ian/ Alaskan
to drugs.
WHO's theme for this year's
World AID's day will be
Hispanic
Unknown
"Women and AIDS" and it
Acquired Immune Deficiency
will be observed on December 3, 1990. The emphasis
Syndrome
will be focusing on the alarm(AIDS)
ing rise in women who have
Houston MSA Cases
contracted AIDS, nevertheless the organization will not
1980-1990
exclude men who make up 71
Totals 4709
percent of the AIDS population.
By Michelle Johnson
LifeStyles Editor

lfl;!
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The Pardus yearboook
emic years. This will take
place on December 10-14,
1990 in the Memorial Student
Center, Room 122 1 during the
hours of 1:00 p.m. and 5:00
p.m. Please bring a student
ID or a fee receipt along with
an ID that contains a picture
(such as driver's license or
passport).

University Release

After two years of waiting
for a publisher, a staff and the
cooperation of the students
and administration, the 198788J988-89 "Pardus" yearbook ls here. The "Pardus"(meanlng a young and
fearless male panther) will be
distributed to students enrollThe yearbook theme is
ed during the 1987-1989 acad- "POWER PLAY". This "annu-

those who contract AIDS are
more often single and between the ages of20 to 35 years
of age.
Although there have not
been any reports of students
with AIDS; Prairie View is
not immune to the virus.
Waller County has reported 8
cases of AIDS.
When contacting Ms. Pierre, Director of the Health
Center, she was not available
for comment on whether
there have been any reports
of students with HIV/AIDS
virus.
Since AIDS ls so prevalent
in the country, as well as in
the city, students are cautioned to be aware and not to fall
scapegoat to promiscuity.
AIDS is serious and individuals who would like more information are encouraged to contact their local AIDS hotline,
the World Health Organization or the bloodbanks to find
out more information.
While there is not a cure for
AIDS,· the World Health
Organization is especially
concerned that people are
aware of the epidemic. In
observance of the World
AIDS Day, WHO requests that
people wear a green ribbon to
show their support and interest in stopping the spread of
AIDS.

•

1S

NewYorkCity,November12Fellowships totaling $42,500
were awarded by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (AICPA)
to five minority accounting
faculty members for completion of their studies toward
doctoral degrees.
A total of 31 minority faculty
members have received more
than $900,000 to study for
their Ph.D.s in accounting
since the program's inception in 1975. Of that number,
16 minority faculty members
have already received their
Ph.D.s in accounting.

AICPA fellowships for the
1990-91 academic year were
awarded to Daisy 8 . .l::ianks or
Southern University, Baton
Rouge, to attend Michigan
State University; Emmanuel
Onifade of South Carolina
State to attend the University
of South Carolina; Ida B.
Robinson of North Carolina
A&T State University to attend Oklahoma State University; Bettye Rogers-Desselle of
Texas Southern University to
attend University of Houston;
and W. Darrell Walden of
Virginia Union University to
attend Virginia Commonwealth University.
Under the AICPA program,
minority accounting faculty

The PARDUS yearbook
editor-in-chief, Roger Dale
Taylor, and his very small
staff have worked hard to get
this yearbook published. The
long wait has stemmed from
an effort to get a bid to the
vendors by the advisor,
Frederick V. Roberts. The
process took a year and a half.
"POWER PLAY" will conta- At the same time, Taylor was
in five sections: Student Life, trying to put together a staff
Academics, Sports, Classes, that was willing develop a
and Organizations.
book that would be ready to

al" will include two academic
years-1987-88 and 1988-89.
The PARDUS will be tfi1pflop style book. The 198788 will be featured on one
side and the 1988-89 year on
the other.

from historically black colleges and universities are
elglble for awards.
The AICPA is the national
professional organization of
CPAs with almost 300,000
members in public practice,
industry, government and
education. AICPA members
are committed to the highest
standards of quality, Independence and ethics in their
practices. In its continuing
efforts to serve the public
interest, the organization sets
audit standards, upholds the
profession's code of conduct,
provides continuing professlonal education, peer review
and quality review programs,
and prepares and grades the

~

t

.i

.

World Aids Day and
~ ~ National HIV and AIDS
~
Awareness Day

.

~
i}t
Monday, December 3, 1990
- - ~ Prairie View A&M University's
Concerned Campus Campaign

Actlvltlel
• AIDS FIim Feltlval:

All residence Halls.
Hourly. Monday,
December 3. Contact your Residence Hall Assistant
for more Information.

• Graen Ribbon Day:

Wear a green ribbon
on Monday,
December 3. Ribbons can be picked up In the lobby of
Alumni Hall during the dining hours, or contact the
office of counseling and career development at 2217.

• Adopt a Patient
(Tolletrlea Collectlon):

Give toiletries for a
community AIDS
patient (soap, toothpaste, toothbrush, mouth wash,
hair care products, lotion, deodorant, nail care,
shaving cream, kleenex tissues, etc. Place In the
Green Barrels located in Alumni Hall and the Memoria:I
Student Center.

e

AIDS pamphletl

and Give Aways:

Learn the facts
about AIDS.
Pamphlets and give aways are available in the lobby
of Alumni Hall, and they are also with your respective
residence hall assistants.
Fore more information, contact the office of Student
Affairs at extension 2694.

ready for pick up

Fellow-ships aw-arded to 1ninority faculty
Press Release

"O AIO.r
o~/~~

Uniform CPA Examination.
Since 1970 the AICPA has
also awarded scholarships to
more than 4,800 undergraduate and graduate minority
accounting students totaling
$4.4 million. In addition, the
Institute sponsors an annual
seminar for accounting facuity from historically black and
minority colleges and universities.
Questions about these programs should be directed to

be printed whenever a
publisher was selected.
The staff consisted of 36
members In the faJI of 1988,
but by spring of 1989 It dwlnd•
led to Just a handt\Jl of people
including the editor and the
secretary, Mrs. Joyce Nigh.
They alone put this 200 page
"annual" together.
Anyone interested in Join-

Ing the yearbook staff as avolunteer or ln a work study
posltlon there are several
avalJable for qualified persons.
Remember! Pick up your
yearbook! You paid for it
when you paid your fees during the years 1987-88 and 198889. There Is no charge to
eligible students.

D.W. & S.
CONSTRUCTION, INC.
General Contractor
Building quality and affordable housing
Light commercial construction
Founded in 1984
P.O. Box 187
Prairie View, TX 77446-0187
(409) 857-3557
(409) 857-9000 FAX

Sharon Donahue, Manager,
Minority Recruitment and
Equal Opportunity Depart- ...-- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---,
ment, AICPA, 1211 Avenue of
THE
the .Americas, New York.
N. Y. 10036-8775.

f)ak

NJEWSWJEIBOC
JEvery (0)1llh.er
weet
c.

Omilly Ji.mi

1b.~ IPm.1tllileJf

RESTAURANT
PRIVATE DINING AREA

THANK YOU
FOR
YOUR SUPPORT
FOR
GOVERNOR
paid llOlitical ad
Arin Rich.rd 's campaign
P.O.BOX 12404 Austin TIC. 78711

CATERING TO BANQUETSPARTIES & BUSINESS MEETINGS

HOURS:
6 :00AM-9:00PM
SUN-THURS
826-2480 ON HWY 290,
6:00AM-10:00PM
FRI & SAT

HEMPSTEAO\ TX
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NEWSWEEK

PV's mens basketball team rolls over Bay Ridge
eboard read P.V. 149 - Bay
Ridge 77. As one fan stated
"This is a kind of game you
rarely see in college basketball." The Panthers coasted to a first half lead of 8143 with superb court play.
Coach Plummer replacing
Lamar Holt this season with
Deon Samuels seems to have
formed a complementing tandem with Michael Irvin. In.

By Roosevelt Huggins
Sports Editor

If there was any doubt
whether or not the P.V. men's
basketball
program
was
dead, it was quickly erased in
the minds of fans as they
watch the "inhuman" thrashing of Bay Ridge Christian
College. When the final horn
sounded and the rim finished
shaking, the dome scor-

the second half play resembled a cross between "Phi
Slamma Jamma" and the
Loyola Maramont Run and
Gun offense. In parts of the
second half, P.V. posted a fifty
point lead and could seem to
do no wrong against the helpless Bay Ridge players.
Michael Irvin led the panthers with a sensational game
that included four slams by

the middle of the second half.
In fact, Irvin performed a
"double-clutch" dunk to
break the century mark for
the Panthers. The starting
five all contributed heavily to
this victory as they all entered
double figures for the game.
Of course, the typical critic
could point out a few facts to
tarnish the glory of this win.
These facts include, the

Graduate fellowships available now
News Release
Graduate fellowships are
available for entering and first
students in science disciplines and interested in pursuing research careers in areas
pertaining to global change.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens and either enteriJ"lg or

Be sure and
pre- register

first year graduate students in al Sciences.
applications or more informaSelection is based on acad- tion contact Billie Stooksbury,
appropriate
disciplines.
emic
performance,
GRE Graduate Fellowships in GlobGraduate Fellowships for
scores,
recommendations, al Change Program,
Oak
Global
Change
Program
coursework, experience, and Ridge Associated Universitincludes full payment of tuiScience/Engineering
tion and fees at a DOE-approv- a statement of career goals by ies,
the applicants. Fellowship Education Division, P.O. Box
ed institution, a $1,200 monthOak
Ridge,
TN
ly stipend, and a three-month appointments are for one year 117,
37831-0117 ,or call (615)576practicum assignment at a and may be renewed.
The application deadline is 0037.
DOE facility or research centMarch
1, 1991, and awards will
er associated with the Commitbe
announced
in may 1991. For
tee on Earth and Environment-

panthers were playing a lower division, lesser developed
team in Bay Ridge. They also
could point out that the team
had only seven players who
could barely hold their own in
the New Gym or in the back of
Holley Hall. However, this
was just the type of team that
the basketball team and
Prairie View needed.

•'•••
••

■

■

The score was not the var iable that gave the nostalgia to
the game. It was the fan
appreciation, the band playing a rendition of "Down
Home Blues", and the ch ee rleaders leading the crowd. It
was a type of pride through
winning that had been dormant in the fans of P.V. athletics
for over a year.
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Did you know there's
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■
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a new business In town?
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_Comp - U - Count
Services

.

~
♦

1116 Austin St.
♦
Hempstead, Tx. 77445-.....
826-2491
"W"

•
••

•

•

+.computer Systems custom designed+
• Software installion, Sales and Training
• Individualized Resumes prepared
• Computer Supplies
• Notary

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE·· FALL 1990

By Alfred Ford
Sto,ff Writer

Small Business needs are our speciality

Once again, it's that time a
year and pre-registration is
underway.
Pre-registration began on
November 28 and will continue until December 7, in
Evans Hall , room 120, 9:00
a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Registration
for new students will be Wed.
January 9, 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Regular registration for all
students will be Jan. 10 - 12.
On Jan. 10 and 11, registration
will last from 8:00 a.m. - 6:30
p.m.(times according to last
names). On Jan. 12, registration is from 9:00 a.m. - 2:00
p.m. for all students.
Registration will also be
held in Houston at the
PVAMU Nursing facility,
6424 Fannin, onJanuary4,5,7,
and 8. To register in Houston,
you must present a schedule
card signed by your advisor.
All " holds" must be cleared
(fiscal,
developmental,
ALRC, Graduate School,
Registrar's Office, Foreign
Student's Office, Health Center, etc.) prior to being entered
into the computer.
Registration in Houston
will be at the PVAMU Nursing
Facility, 6436 Fannin, on
January4,5,7, and 8.

8:00-10:00

Date

Monday
Dec. 10

M-W-F
8:00

Tuesday
Dec. 11

T-TH
8:00

M-W-F
11:00
T-TH
11 :00

1:30 - 3:30

7:00 • 9:00

4:00- 6:00
ENGL 1001
ENGL 1012
ENGL 1123

M-W-F
2:00
T-TH
2:00

ECON 2123
GNEG 1212
COMP1003

M/M-W-F

AFTER 5:00
TIT-TH AFTERS

BIOL 1113
GNEG 3024
GNEG 1101
WAFTERS

Wednesday
Dec.12

Thursday
Dec.13

M-W-F
9:00

M-W-F
12:00

M-W-F
3:00

ASET3203
ANA3203
GNEG1222

T-TH

T-TH

T-TH

-9:30

12:30

3:30

ELET1113
GNEG 1042
MGIW'l'1012

•

■

■

■

•
•

Friday
Dec.14

M-W-F
10:00

M-W-F
1:00

M-W-F
4:00

CVEG3013
MCEG 2013

MAKEUP FOR

MAKEUP FOR

■

U11iversity Concert
Choir
SUNlJt\'' • Ill l ' l/ \ 111l .lt 'J, 1'1'111 ,\ 1 1:IIO l'.1\1.

·11111(1 (11 ,\111 111
110 11 \ Ill I.\\ I OU 111 ' 11111, 1;

■

■
■

ALSO AVAILABLE

'ublic Fax 409-826-2492

t

TH AFTERS

CHEG 2013
ECON 2113

♦

II you don't know where to find It, call us we
will help you.
If there's a business service you need we
probably have It available.

CVEG 2053
CPET 2113

MAKEUP FOR

OPEN

OPEN

-~
•

♦

•

Open Monday

■"II

---------------

SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS TO EXAM SCHEDULE

1111-.

■

What about that paper for school?

ASET1002
ELEG 2023

Wednesday - Thursday, December S - • 1990:
1. All NROTC and AROTC examinations will be scheduled by the professors of NROTC and AROTC
during this period
2. All _PhysJcal EducaUon Practice examinations will be scheduled by the head of the Physical
Education Department during this period.

ONEY 1·N
·THE PA.NTMER

■

■ Does it need to be typed?

I!

Saturday !COMMON EXAM COMMON EXAM !COMMON EXAM
Dec.15
CONFLICTS
CONFLICTS
CONFLICTS

■

Do vou need so'!'ething typed,
bookkeepingor taxes done?

One Stop for Western Unio n

NEWSWEEK
EVERY · oTHEB·- WEEK _ _,.

or

10:30 - 12:30

FEED AHERD OF

PARTY ANIMALS.

IF YOU COULD USE
51~+ FOR COLLEGE
TALK TO US FIRSt

The Army Reserve Alternate Training Program can help
you e~m a nice ~hunk ?f college money for a small amount of
your time. Heres how 1t works
You take Basic Training one ~urnrner. Then you complete
skill training at an Army school during the next _sUIDf!l~r. You11
earn over $1,250 for Basic and even more for skill trammg.
Then you'll train with your Anny Reserve unit near your
college, usually one weekend a month plus two weeks a year.
During a standard enlistment you11 eam over $13,000.
. Now add on $5,040 if you q~alify {or the Montgomery GI
Bill. That adds up to more than $IS ooo. Plus you can even
get money to repay college loans. '

Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:
COLLEGE STAT ION RECRu1r 1NG STATION
1500 HARVEY ROAD, POST oAK MALL
COLLEGE ST AT ION, TEXAS 778 05
(409) 764- 0418

ARMYRESiRvE
_ __

_ _ _ _ _......J

Make your bash a smash with a Subway Party Sub or Party Platter.
You tell us how long you want your Party Sub - and we'll make it
And we'll stuff your Party Platter w~h your favorite subs sliced in tasty 4" portions. Call Subway and make plans for
your party. Big plans.

10:00 AM-Midnitc
Mon-Thurs

826-6606
Hwy 290 @ Austin St.
Hempstead Tx.

10:00 AM-2:00 AM
Fri-Sat
11:00 AM-Midnite
Sun

'

I
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LIFESTYLES

Campus all-stars ready for challenge
By Brian Jackson
Sta,ff writer

can and African American culture and history.

The first leg of competition
Prairie View All-Star Chalis
the Campus Tournament
lenge representatives are
Second
is the Sectional Playwell on the road to a challengOffs,
third
the Preliminary
ing success.
Rounds,
fourth
the QuarterfPrairie View's All-Star
inals,
fifth
the
Semi-Finals,
Challenge
representatives
sixth
National
Runner-Up
have advanced to the Sectionand
finally
the
National
al Play-Offs , the second leg of
Championship
spot
co~petition leading up to the
During the campus tournaNational Champion position.
ment the Alpha Phi Alpha
The Campus All-Star Chal- fraternity
placed
first,
lenge is an academic quiz Epsilon Gamma Iota placed
game for Historically Black second, and the Naval ROTC
Colleges and Universities. came in third in the Campus
The All-Star Challenge is a All-Star Challenge, which
quiz
game
of
broad was held during mid Novemknowledge and quick recall ber.
in which the questions asked
The ten best players from
range from current events, the campus tournament will
religion, art, philosophy, form the university's varsity
music, sports, movies, Afri- squad, and the top five will

represent the school in the
Sectional Play-Offs.
At the Sectional Play-Offs,
February 15th through the
17th all the way to the National Championship Tournament in April, there will be
other Historically Black Colleges and Universities competing for a share of over
$150 000 in grant money for
thei; school. And Prairie
View hopes to win a good
share of the prize money.

CaJ11PUSAll-Star Challenge in
which liistorically Black Col~~tJ• and
Universities
e s) Participate for
law monetary grants. Honda
wi be awarding a quarter of
a million dollars to those
HBCU's that participate in
the 1991 All-Star Challenge.
those of you who want
to 011°w the championship
competitions, The National
Chatnpionship Tournament,
Quarter finals , Semi-finals,
Finals and the All-Star
Match, all of the matches will
be broadcasted on the Black
Entertainment
Television
cable network.
B.E:.T. will air the shows
each Saturday, beginning
April 20th through June 8th of
next year. So stay tuned, our
All-Stars may bring home the
big bucks.

Ft

The school that becomes
the national champion, will
be awarded a $50,000 monetary grant, which will be used
to upgrade their library, dormitories, classroom buildings, educational and recreational facilities.
The American Honda Co; is
the exclusive sponsor of the

Horror novel leaves audience in "Fear"
Press Release

When bestselling author
Stephen King describes Fear
by L. Ron Hubbard as "one of
the really, realy good ones,''
reader satisfaction is virtually guaranteed. Fear has also
reaped praise from writers of
unusually imaginative fiction
such as Robert Heinlein,
Isaac Asimov and Ray Bradbury. Literary historians like
David Hartwell have also
credited the novel for
establishing the foundation
of contemporary popular
horror.

"Fear is one of the few
books in the chiller genre
which actually merits employment ofthe overworked adjective "classic" says Stephen
King. This is a tale of creeping, surreal menace and horror. If you are not averse to a
case of the cold chill- a rather
bad one- and you've never
read "Fear", I urge you to do
so. This is one of the really,
really good ones."
One of a number of extremely unique stories by L. Ron
Hubbard,'' Fear" will be
released as part of a special

classic series from Bridge
Publications of Los Angeles.
First published more than 50
years ago, "Fear" has not only
with stood the test of time, but
it is as fresh, relevant and
terrifying as the day it was
written. Its subject is, of course, fear. The landscape of fear
that lies in reach of all ofus.
The story concerns James
Lowry, a small town college
professor, who discovers he
is missing his hat and four
hours of his life. He begins a
simple search that relentlessy metamorphisizes into a

horrifying journey. Here is a
story of an ordinary man, in
very ordinary circumstances,
who suddently plunges into a
completely plausible but extraordinary hell. It's a story
that could happen to anyone.
Because of this plausibility, "Fear" retains its mantle
as an unprecedented horror
classic. L. Ron Hubbard does
not rely on overused supernatural entities as werewolves or vampires; or super
psychotics as Norman Bates,
ID leave the reader quaking.

Cooperative e.ducation has its priveleges ,
By Va)jean Shaw and Brian Jackson
Sto,ffWriters

An internship or co-op with
any company provides students with education and
experience in the corporate
world. In this new world students can come in contact
with
everyday
working
people and gain access to the
reality of corporate life.

tion) is supervised employment in an occupational field
that enriches the student's
education by alternating periods of study with periods of
employment

Edwin Drayden is one student who had an opportunity
to complete an internship
this past summer. Drayden, a
junior mechanical engineering major at Prairie View,
worked
for General Motors in
While working in an internWarren,
Michigan. He explaship or co-op,there is the
ined
"I
worked
in the Chassis/
opportunity to become part of
Body/
Road
Lab,
... and was
the corporate world,and to
given
the
opportunity
to actugain invaluable hands on
ally
do
mechanical
engineerexperience that cannot be
ing work!"
learned in the classroom.
Internships are for advanced students or graduates
who want to gain pract~cal
experience in their particular field and are prepared
through the courses which
they have taken in school. A
co-op (Cooperative Educa-

Paul Cook, who also completed an internship with
General Motors, is a Junior
electrical engineering major
at Prairie View. Cook who
was employed in Indianapolis Indiana, worked with the
Clutch and Drive ShaftAnaly-

iss Prairie View pageant
scheduled for March
ly Angela Thomas
Staff Writer

This year's Miss Prairie View
Pa eant will be held o~
a~ch 2,1991, in the univers
tty fleldhouse at 7:00 p.m.
tis a great way
The pagean
le and show
to meet new Pt~o~oung ladies
your talen . t d must meet
tho are interes e
rtain requirements.
males must
Interested ~ point averve a 2.5 gra e imum of 30
e, have a m1nood standing
urs and be in gity There is
1th the univers ting in the
fee for compe
geant.

The Miss Prairie View Pageant is an opportunity for
young ladies to grow on a
professional level. There are
other opportunities, such as
competing in the Miss Texas
Pageant, The Black College
Alumni Pageant and the African American Pageant
The university wlll pay
Miss Prairie View's tultlon
during her reigning period,
she will receive a $1,200
wardrobe and a 5 piece luggage sel
All interested young ladies
should contact Jennifer
Adams, Zella Wiley, or Betty
Hall in the office of student
activities.

sis, which involved precise
decision making and a profes•
sional engineer's eye for
choosing the right systems for
aircraft equipment
Both student are not only
gaining experience they are
also earning a salary while
preparing for their careers.
"Not only was the experience
a plus , financially it was very
good, and when I graduate,
I'll have more opportunities
for actual employment" said
Cook.

out a semester required a lot
of thought One must balanc~
the educational needs with
the necessity for experience.
Students seem to turn away
from a co-op because of the
time spent out of school. They
must realize that when companies begin looking for
employees, they usually hire
someone who has had an
internship or co-op experience."
To apply for an internship
or co-op, students should
check with their Placement
Office. The placement office
offers resume' workshops,
Interview tape reviewing and
help with establishing credlential files.

Can a student really benifit
by putting school on hold and
working instead? Kevin
Dingle, a senior engineer maJ·
or who completed both an
internshop and a co-op with
the United States DepartInternships and co-ops can
ment of Energy, said "I bel·
ieve that there are advan- really provide a major edge
tages to working during a In the job world, while still in
semester. Although I enjoyed school. The earlier you start,
working during the spring the happier you'll be with
semester, the decision to sit your career choices.

COME SEE
LIVE
•~~~ \".

-1'-',~i,cs \~·
Prornoter Gary Garrison

Promoar Gary Garrison

....
G.. ,L~A.wP..I.a.A.....IliitQAR..::#:.JJ1.-_ _
nJilGHT BREEDER
G,l,BRO
yJ-MUrn TATUM

~s~co~r~Tl,¥..P_U_T_SK_I_......:!D-

DAPPER DAN

THOR

BLACK RHINO

ACROSS

65. Palntln1
66. Fixed look
67. Introduced

1. Doctor•s aroup (abbr.)
4. China bHr
9. 7th Grttk letter
12. Llaht brown
13. Grul achievement
14. In eel •Kl
15. Small holt
17. State of spirits
19. Edible fruit
21. Quiet
22. Servant (woman)
24. Color
26. Mtthankll (abbr.)
29. lndl■ n tribe
31. Dduted
33. Rat
34. 7th scale note
35. Trtt
37. Fall month (abbr,)
39. Southwest state (abbr.)
40. Time zone (abbr.)
42. Experimental pl■ct (Ilana)
44. Deril
46. Jump
411. - - An1da
541. Leaves
51. Behind
53. Map
55. Ea preparadon
58. Rows
61. Covered truck
62. Dead lanpa&e
64. Time period

DOWN
1. Pinch
2. Ml&hl
3. Hemoglobin deficiency
4. Banana skin
5. Ptrformer
6. National Leacue (abbr,)
7. B,aver barrier
8. Smallen unit of an element
9. Opaque conrin1
10. Sesame plant
11 . Gorilla
16. Narrow shelf
18. Pirate's alcohol

20. Unused

Answers to
cross word
puzzle will be
given in The
Panther's next
edition on
December 7

22. Motorist's hotel
23. Nut to
25. Put on tlothes
27. Indian's boat
28. Church sonp
30. Building wtna
32. Move head
36. Bad (prefix)
38. Lu - 41. SklU
43. Snake
45, bl■ m bellever
47. Friend
49. Step
52. Comes together
54. Continuous marlt
55. Ovum (pluflll)

'6, D■-1•
Mau llud_. i..t
c..c.__

-S,.

59. Before (pc,etlc)

fiG. Sit (put tc-)
63. Taatalum symbol

Puzllt No. 172

WILMIC VENTURES, INC.
has

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
for
Apartment Managers
A1r Condit1on1ng Technicians
Refrigerator Repairmen
Sheetrock Spec 1a 11 st
and
Genera 1 Persons
Interested students must
be college juniors w1th at least a 2.5 GPA
Mall resume· to
P.O. Box 187
Pra1rle View, Texas 77446 - 01 87
(409) 857-3557
(409) 857-9000 FAX

~

II .. 111

G.OLDEN
PAG.ODA
CHINESE RESTAURANT

....s....
P..,BE....P""YL...l.ZGJ.10:.1.JNZlli o!ol.L1...E1:t..SL-...:Yl'..isJa- LA CK ASS ASS IN
DIMON IO

VERDA _ _ _..,,.
n--,liEGRO
__.._._..Q,...
SWEET
__,,W.._.H......,.Ip;:___ _ _ _

Presented By:
Place: P.V. A&M

LUNCH BUFFET
7 DAYS A WEEK

CA TO

__..n--.

GEORGIA

BROWN

Tickets - $7.00

UNDER l 2yrs. -

"Baby Dome"

ss.oo

Time: 7:00 P.M.

Tickets on sale at
tbe Door

Date : Dec. 6, 1990

Mon-Fri
11 :00 - 2:00

Sat & Sun
11 :30 - 2:00

Mon & Wed Dinner Buffet
5 • 8:30
$4.60 Adult
$2.95 Child
Waller VIiiage Shopping Center
(409) 372-2211

I
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VIEWPOINTS
Pre-career reflections
!MyLast

'View
by Kevin Lyons
Former
Editor-in-Chief

MY

Grambling in the 1986 Cotton
Bowl Classic. I hadn't been

enrolled in school two
months, and already we were
beating Eddie Robinson's
Grambling Tigers. What a
school for athletics, I thought.
Beauttfication of campus,
including the construction of
the John B. Coleman Library.

18-month tenure as
editor-in-ehief of the school As some of you "old-heads"
newspaper has finally come know, in 1986, the W.R. Banks
to an end. More importantly, Library was the "midterm
graduation time is signaling hangout," and all you could
the end of my 41/2 year stay at see of the Coleman Library
Prairie View A&M Univers- was a wooden and steel
ity. Of course that means I am frame. There was a road that
supposed to have enough lead from Fuller Hall to
skills to not only enter, but Banks, and the Engineering
also master the corporate Technology building, well, it
side of the real world. To still needed some technology
Prairie View's credit, I am done on it
ready. The countless hours of
Visits by various pop arlists
tutoring from my various pro- and speakers. Colin Powell,
fessors have prepared n:.e for Tony Brown, Keith Sweat,
a life in the business of mak- Run D.M.C. and Regency gave
ing money.
us a chance to take a break
from the rigors of our degree
programs.
A Black Education?
When I first came here in
1986, America was still in
shock from the Space Shuttle
Challenger disaster, Reaganomics was the bi-word in the
White House, and the Chicago Bears were champions of
the football world. But while
the "Refrigerator" was fast
becoming the most popular
appliance this side of the
Nile, a black education at that
time, for me, just didn't seem
like the best thing to pursue.
Fortunately, I proved myself
wrong. Prairie View allows a
freshman to come in and
"make of it what they wish."
The hands on training you get
here cannot be received at
other universltles that are
considerably larger.
Of course, on the way to
attaining a degree at a black
university, there have been
many memorable events that
have occured here, academically as well as socially, that
have shaped the inner and
outer beauty of Prairie View.

Those Moments..
Prairie

View

defeating

Barbara Jacket: Women's
Olympic Track Coach. Jack-

et's dedication, and determination finally paid off.
The appointment of Ret.
LTG. Julius Becton, Jr., as president of Prairie View A&M
University.
Becton has

brought a different, yet effective approach to solving problems here.

My Final View
During my stay here, I have
put up with a lot of students/faculty whom I thought
didn't have a clue about what
was going on. But, lf I had to
do it all over again, I would no
doubt mail my application to
Prairie View A&M. Why?
The lessons I've learned, the
people I have met, and the
good times I've had will
always remain with me. Furthermore, this universit-·
effectively prepares you fo~
corporate America and the
game of life.
So for the last time... Think
about it.

Men need to support the bearers of our future today
By Thomas Jones
Viewpoints Editor

Pregnant women and single
mothers in college have more
responsibility than those of
us who are just trying to make
it on our own. With their
added responsibility, these
women also have the benefit
of our judgemental attitudes.
A friend recently came up to
me and told me she is pregnanl Prairie View A&M University is not the place to
come to ·g et pregnant, but like
anywhere else, women do get
pregnant here. That does not
make our school a breeding
ground, or degrade the quality of the individual about to
become a mother. It simply
means another woman has
become pregnant, and that
individual now has another
life besides her own that she

is responsible for. My friend
I'll call her Ruth, is not differ:
ent only because she is making the best of her education
but because she was ecstatic
when she told me of her pregnancy.
I'm not the father of the
child, but I am a friend, and
Ruth told me her news like
anyone tells a friend good
news. Usually, when a friend
of mine becomes pregnant, I
don't find out until I hear
rumors or I see evidence.
Ruth made me think Why
aren't more women happy?
Too many feel that they are
now looked at as failures or
sinners now reaping what
they've sown. It's not dealing
with prenatal care and a newborn baby that cause problems in many cases, but dealing with the psychological

pressures dealt out by family,
friends and society. Our family and friends are supposed to
support us when we need
them most. Instead, women
are judged and talked about
behind their backs.
In too many situations,
Black women run the house
alone. A woman can't escape
the responsibility of raising a
child as easily as a man. She
can't put off taking care of
business until she's gotten
her mind right. Similarly,
Black pregnant women have
to take care of their duties
and obligations to the child
while Black men do as they
please. Real Black men must
be a part of raising their child
as if they are going to be the
ones going into labor. Walking away from responsibilities owed a pregnant woman is

walking away from the life of
the unborn child.
For those of us who don't
have fatherly responsibilities, we can still help. If you
would think of asking a woman out on a dat~ to get something from her, ask a pregnant
woman if you can do something for her. Being a mother-tobe should not mean being
alone. It should not mean
being ashamed. Mistakes are
not something to let haunt us
for the rest of our lives. The
responsibility to bear a child
is an opportunity to bring a
life into the world, and everyone who was a part of creating
the life should be a part of
supporting it. Next time you
see a pregnant woman, think
about being happy for her
instead of d isappointed.

Black women should positively influence brothers' ~go
By A.Carol S. Berry
Editor-in-Chief
Over the pa~t five years, all of my values and beliefs have been
chall~nged. Five years ago, I moved with my parents from a small
town rn up-state New York to what I thought was Hell. I moved to
Houston, Texas.
The south, at that time, seemed to me to be very different from the
north. The people talked funny. Their concepts of life were
forleg~ to me. The thoughts were strange and very, very
unfamiliar. They treated me like I had some deadly disease that
they could catch by talking to me. Ifelt like a "Stranger in a Strange
Land."
Not only were the people weird and alien, they estranged me. I
was lost But in time, I grew to like where I was living. (The wild
flowers in the spring are a sight to see.) I especially grew to love
the people at Prairie View. Though I still disagree with many ofthe
things that happen on this campus, I feel an atlnit;y with the people
here.
That may sound funny to a lot of people, but it ls really not that
difficult to understand. I grewup in ivory white societ;y - academic
on top of it Until I moved to Houston, and later transferred to
Prairie View, I had never been around black people outside ofmy
own family. All that I understood about the black communif;y came
from what I had read and heard. I.et me tell you, the picture that
books and media paint of black men is not a pretty one.
When I first came to Prairie View, I was under the impression
that all black men were dogs. I had it set in my mind that no black
men - other than my father and uncles - stayed at home and raised
their children. I had the impression that all black men beat their
wives, didn't work, did drugs, were ln or had been in jail, gay, oron
drugs. I figured that I would never marry because I wanted to
marry within my own race.

My first few years in Texas did not disprove that, but since I
transferred to Prairie View two years ago, my outlook on my male
counterparts has changed drastically. Though I still think that my
father is the greatest man that has, or ever will live, I now realize
that he is not ofsuch a rare breed. There are many black men with
a lot to offer a woman, and the world around them. Black men are
not so different from any other men. They think, feel and hurt the
same way. Like all other men ofall other races, there are good and
bad black men.
Yes, our society does place a much greater burden on black men
than on white men in that man has been defined as exactly that
which black men have not been allowed to achieve.
I do believe that circumstances make people do bad things, but
I also believe that with love, respect and self-respect, people regardless of race, religion, creed, sex, or anything else that
divides us - people do rise above their circumstances and prove to
the world, and to themselves that they are above the reality that
circumstance thrusts them into.
There are many, many black men on this campus that have
already risen above "their place" that our society has set for them.
And i_nany others would if only they could see that it is possible.
That 1s the role that black women need to play in order to carry our
race out of the hole that we are in. We need to respect our male
counterparts, and give them reason to value themselves.
Men ofall types - sizes, shapes and colors - have only their pride
to protect them from the harshness of the world. Ever since blacks
were first brought across the ocean on slave ships, we have had our
pride ripped from us. Pride and self respect go hand in hand.
Somehow, it seems that black women have had an easier time
rebuilding their pride, and therefore rise against the r estraints of
society. Now, before any ofus - as a group - ca n move any farther
forward, black women need to help to rebuild the black male
pride. I think that it would be pointless to rise without them
because we are - in every aspect - a part of each other.

Letters to the Editor
Thanks and concern about support
Dear Editor:
Please accept this communication as my sincerest appreciation
to the Panther for having printed my letter to Coaches Jacket and
Wright ( The Panther, November 2, 1990).
I have some concerns however, relative to the placement of the
letter. Namely, my letter followed a response by the Facult;y
Senate Chairman. I am wondering if articles are placed in the
paper according to the level of importance or on a first come first
served basis? If the former holds true, (for appearances only) then
why did it take so long for the Facult;y Senate to articulate support
for Coaches Jacket and Wright? It might be interesting to
investigate this and report the findings.
If the latter prevails, then it appears that my letter to Coach
Jacket and Coach Wright should have come first Check the dates.
I did not have to wait to be told the appropriate position to take.
It might prove interesting also to make inquiries into why
coaches as a group or as individuals have not publicly acknowledged support for Coach Jacket or Coach Wright They know the
system, how it works, and the constraints and inconveniences to
which they all have been subjected.
Finally, it may prove beneficial if students at Prairie View A&M
University were totally knowledgeable about issues before being
as_ke~ to make state~ents in print This method would certainly
ehmmate responses irrelevant to the issue at hand.
Again, my sincerest appreciation to you for having included my
letter in The Panther.
Charles E. Cokes
Classes of '73 & '74

Don't hurry to overlook professors
Dear Editor:
It was interesting and amusing to read the comments from
secretaries about their working conditions. Why doesn't the
Panther ask the faculty here to. send in their opinions and
viewpoints, after all, the most critical relationship on any
university campus is that between facult;y and students, not staff
and students or even administration and students.
The administrative and staff role at any unlverslt;y is to facilitate
the relationship between faculty and student and to protect and
enhance the learning environment, yet facult;y seem to get the least
consideration of any group on campus.

If secretaries aren't paid enough because administrators and
directors are paid too much, guess who else is suffering?
In three departments I investigated in the budget, department
heads are receiving up to 9&>10 (sic) more in salary then the next
highest paid facult;y; enough to hire an additional teacher in some
cases.
No wonder nothing gets done. I would guess these department
heads are too embarrassed to delegate responsibilit;y knowing
that this disparit;y exists.
There is a wealth of resources in talent, information and
capabilities in ourfacult;y atPVbutour energies are being sapped
by bitterness, envy and plain old unfairness.

Name withheld upon request.

Academia, not fear is the answer
Dear Editor:
I open this correspondence with a commendation to you and
your stafffor a fine student publication. The quality ofThe Panther
will serve to enhance the Intellectual climate of this universit;y, as
that climate desperately needs an organ of communication which
exemplifies high standards of performance.
. .
The relative lack of an intellectual atmosphere at Prairie View
has been a.matter ofconcern arnong several members ofthe faculty
and some students, but they have yet to state in clear ter!)lS their
meaning. Therefore I Wlll offer some ideas on the topic.
This, or any other university, rnust be a place that not only allows
open inquiry, but encourages such inquiry. Students and faculty
must be encouraged to
uon, to probe, to dissect ideas and
concepts. At no time te:id legitimate inquiry be stifled or
inhibited by the deman~ :forthodoxy or tradition. Indeed, the
local orthodoxy and trad·t1on should themselves be subjected to
the harsh light ofintense\nvestigation.
It ls obvious that th
ditions do not exist at Prairie View.
. tirequentiY
Open inquiry is notese conuraged
Indeed , 1·t 1s
.
enco
·
t
prohibited. Worse Ye~ the members of this communit;y appear o
be uninterested in s
such an atmosphere. Students are
unwilling to stretch thetikingi ds beyond the information presented
. standard, unlnspirln
e rrn
n
· readi ng
in
textbooks.
Faculty rareIy assign
material other than n. g tandard uninspiring textbooks. These
w~~s
I
d
provide "safe" answ
"safe" questions, and neither stu ents
nor facult;y are thers to led to raise potentially "radical"

erefore

questions, i.e., those which lead to the foundation of a concept,
idea, institution, belief system, etc.
The culprit in this instance is not incompetence. On the
contrary, the faculty here is ve ry competent, and the stude nts are
capable. The c~lprit is fear. This community is afraid of things
tha_t are new, things that_ are different, things that might'provoke
~ctio?,s, thoughts, or behefs which are contrary to that which is
safe and which have been accepted in the past
~e Prairie View community is, in 1990, where the larger societ;y
was in the 1950s when the editors ofLiberation wrote th ti 11 • .
"An · ty d
e o owing.
x1_e an apprehension have invaded the air we breathe.
Power 1s everywhere
.
. openly or secretely idolized... the worst
threa.t of a tom1c or b1ological war, perhaps even the extinction of
mankind, hangs .over the ea rth. Hopes and 1·dea1'f- h ave b ecome
propaganda
devices. But echoing old ideas in whi'ch theyscarce Iy
.
beheve themselves, (Seeds ofLiberation, p. 3)."
"Those who should furnish vision" are the m b
f th
.
·ty
"ti
em ers o
e
umvers1 commum
es,
and
ifwe
fail
in
our
mi·ssi
to
.
.
on prepare
the next generation to provide that vision the race · · d
.
.
,
1s m anger of
becoming hke those described in Huxley's Brave N u , ld.h
. kl ng l s no t pro h'1bited, but people have been ew nor ere
th m
.
. .
programmed
tirom b irth to view this activity as unnecessary Al
d ti
. kl · d
· rea Y, or some,
thin
ng ~s a angerous and subve rsive activity.
There 1s no need for the creation of forum t •
· 11
s o improve the
rnte ectual atmosphere on the campus Th
•
.
·
e re 1s a need to
incorporate the conce pt of open inquiry into every ti . . th
· 1ar programs dormitory d'
ac
Classes, co-curr1cu
• v1ty. e
1scuss1ons
.
'
chapel
services, and the conversations around the lunch tab)
'
·
i rys houId an d must be rewarded withprai·s
e. And.such
rnqu
.
.
.
e an d recognition
th
th
ra er an punished with exclusion and denegr ti
'
. tel
a on.
The crea ti on of an m
Iectual atmosphe re atPra1r1e
. . v·1ew 1s
. not
the job of the administration, but of the faculty
Administration must not stand in the way ofits andtl student body.
'd th
crea on and should
prov1 e e resources for its preservation H
. .
academicsideofthehouse thatmustassume .its oweve~, ~t. J~ the
this matter. We, (and I say that with pride)
rtespons1b1hties in
.
mus not fail
I 1ook tiorward to dialogue
on this and othe r to pies.
.
·

Adam Selene
The Panther reserves placement and edi
published letters. Anyone who writes a let&e

.be an expert on &he subject they address
not Individually solicited.
•
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